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I should learn
▪ Tell about my family.
▪ Know about 1,2,3 Conditional sentences.
▪ Learn new words about this topic.
▪ Talk about the problems of parents and 

children.
▪ Tell about the problems of modern youth.



             Vocabulary
▪ An adolescent – підліток
▪ To assault – насилувати
▪ To blame – звинувачувати
▪ To escape – уникнути
▪ To interfere – втручатися
▪ To obey – слухати
▪ To prevent – відвертати
▪ To reject – відвертати
▪ To remain – залишатися
▪ To resent – обурюватися
▪ Inevitable – неминучий

▪ To be grounded – бути 
грунтованим

▪ To be jailed – бути 
ув`язненим

▪ To avoid smth – 
уникнути чогось

▪ To disturb – турбувати
▪ To encourage – 

заохочувати
▪ To overcome – 

подолати
▪ To recognise – 

визнавати



     First Conditional

▪ If I eat a big lunch, I will get tired.
▪ If it rains, I will stay home.
▪ If Mr. Smith calls, tell him I will call him back.
▪ I will go to the beach if the weather is nice.
▪ We’ll play tennis, if the rain stops.
▪ Nobody will notice if you make a mistake.
▪ What will you do if you miss the plane?
▪ If I have time, I'll finish that letter.



Second and Third Conditional

▪ If I were you, I would go to the party.
▪ If I had all the ingredients, I would bake a cake.
▪ They would go on vacation if they had the 

money.
▪ If she came here, she’d love it.
▪ If I had had more money, I would have gone to 

Tahiti instead of Mexico. 
▪ If she had studied, she would have passed the 

test.
▪ They would have gone swimming if the water 

had been warm.



                           My Family
My name is Yulia. My surname is Cherednichenko. I am 16. I was born on 9 th 

of March 1996 in Dubrovytsia. I am a student of 11 th form. I study in school 
№1. My favourite subjects are : History, Biology, Ukrainian , World Literature 
and foreign language. My  hobbies are reading, playing computer games, 
watching TV, listening to music. 

 I want to tell about my family relations. 
My family consists of four : my father, my mother ,my grandmother and me. My 

family is very friendly. We have a good relationship. I have good relationship 
with my grandmother. We many talk about art, music, history and books. My 
grandmother introduced me with books. It for me as a friend. When I am 
sick, she worries me. With dad I have good relationship. He helps me with 
my homework or tells me something interesting information. I have not very 
good relationship with my mother. We often quarell and I go to my room. She 
often argue about my clothes. But I also love her.

  I love and appreciate my family!



        The problems of teenagers
Our age is so strange. We know that we are on the way to become adults. But this way is so hard. 

And teenagers usually stay alone with our thoughts, because nobody even we ourselves 
understand what is happening around us. There are a lot of problems – that is what we know 
exactly. And problems are everywhere and we cannot expect why and where they come from. 
This is very difficult time though some people think that it is the best time. And what is more it`s 
hard to stay quite and calm. Every young generation has more complicated problems than 
previous. And this difference awakes misunderstandings with parents. Sometimes it seems that 
our parents are too tiresome and dull in their demands. And also they often interfere into our life.

Parents always say that we are lazy and can`t do anything except rest. Moreover they give not 
much money, and we hardly can find a job because in our age cannot be responsible for money 
of firm or do some kinds of job. And there is a great problem : parents also  always doubt in our 
independence. Our age – is time of making a choice what we will be in future, what we want to 
do and how. So we have to choose the university to have better education and future profession 
and of coarse you`ll earn more money ,make your life better. And the best way to prepare is to 
study better at school.

The school ages are also very difficult. We do a lot of homework and even have no time to go for a 
walk or do whatever we want. Another problem in school – marks. And we try do our best to 
have good marks. But our parents never like them. And for boys is such problem like 
conscription. And nowadays a problem of drugs is actual. A lot of teenagers have drug 
addiction. And sometimes they use drugs not because of that they want. And it often leads to 
bad ends. Moreover, you may have problems with health. Emotional problems for young people 
can be far more difficult than financial ones. The typical teenager problem is that “ nobody 
understands me”. Youth is also the time to meet your first love. It is of coarse wonderful but as it 
is widely known that first love often has an unhappy end. This also increases young people`s 
problems. Even friends cannot always stay friends when young people begin to understand 
themselves a little bit better old friends sometimes just grow apart. And sometimes you have 
problems in communicating with each other and you even stay alone. So as you see it`s very 
difficult to be young nowadays as indeed it always was. But you only can be young ones and 
some wonderful things can happen to you only when you`re young. So it` s better to enjoy youth 
while it lasts.


